CASTE   AND   CUSTOMS
a^so often In England it Is among the lower social orders
that the necessity for keeping up appearances is most
urgent, so it is in India. Here was a typical case; a
•coolie with eight rupees a month spending three hundred
on a dowry, as well as a lot more for the expenses of a
feast at which several hundred people got a good meal
of curry and rice.
That sort of thing is the normal custom In our part
of India. What is its result ? How can a man earning a
few rupees a month suddenly obtain several hundreds?
There are only two ways—the worse evil, a money-lender,
and the lesser evil, a " chitty." This latter is a convenient
and characteristically Indian system designed for just this
.very purpose. Ten or twenty people join together and
. subscribe, say, two rupees a month—that Is, twenty-four a
year for five years, to the chitty manager. Total, a hun-
dred and twenty rupees. Any time during these five years
he can have this sum, but if he wants It early on In the
time he has to take less, and the settling of this amount
is often done by a kind of auction among the members of
the chitty. The more urgently the man wants his money,
the harder are the terms Imposed, whether it Is by chitty
members or by money-lenders. By whichever of these two
ways he obtains his money, he is pretty sure to be crippled,
financially speaking, for many years—perhaps for the whole
of his life. Many are the fathers who have died leaving
to their sons nothing but debts to chitty managers and
money-lenders.
Thus it may be said that the system of commercialized
marriage is socially a real and terrible evil, driving many
poor people into the hands of men who are proverbially
'unscrupulous, and forcing them into a position from which
the easiest way out is to steal. You might expect, there-
fore, that theft would be a very common offence ; but on
the whole I should say that it is not—the Southern Indian
has a great deal of honesty in his make-up, and though
he thinks nothing of a slightly crooked deal, and often fails
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